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This is the final in a series of reports produced by the Centre for Analytics and
Behavioural Change (CABC) and the Auwal Socio-Economic Research Institute (ASRI),
who tracked election conversation trends on social media. The data is sourced from
Twitter and is publicly available in real time.

The analysis includes a process of verifying a random sample of comments by an online
crowd who assess the posts for relevance and sentiment. The analysis and the
interpretations derived from the data are not exhaustive, or generalisable to the
population. Although some of it is speculative, it nevertheless indicates and illustrates
sentiment, and may be of interest to stakeholders and the public.

Voter turnout was at an all-time low - 12 063 759 voters from a registered voter
population of 26 204 579 voted - representing a voter turnout of 45.87% compared to
2016’s voter turnout of 57%. The parties and candidates that voters choose in an
election indicates their ideological persuasions, political and policy preferences – even if
they vote tactically and strategically to punish a party or create equilibrium in the
political system. When rates of participation consistently decline, it becomes an
indicator of their dissatisfaction with the democratic political and democratic governance
system. The clues to serious dissatisfaction with the democratic political and
governance system were evident from shortly before the elections.

Institutionally, Local government fared poorly, with trust in local councils at 24%. Trust in
the ruling African National Congress was at 27% and trust in opposition parties at 24%,
with both continuing to decline. These findings by the Afrobarometer survey (Moosa and
Hofmeyr, 2021) released shortly before the elections were unsurprising. The
disillusionment with the state of South Africa’s democratic political and governance
system translated into dis-engagement with the system as a whole – shown in both the

actual voter turnout and a finding by the Afrobarometer 2021 survey that “two-thirds
(67%) of South Africans would be willing to give up elections if a non-elected
government could provide security, housing, and jobs”.
In the weeks before the election, The Centre for Analytics and Behavioural Change’s
(CABC) tracking of online conversations related to the elections showed that
engagement in the election conversation was limited both in its depth and its range.

Between 1 September and 1 November, the CABC recorded approximately 1.2 million
election-related mentions (figures 1 and 2). This is about 2% of the estimated total 68
million South African Twitter mentions during this period. More than 1 million of the 1.2
million election-related mentions were retweets.

While Twitter conversations cannot always be extrapolated to represent real world
conversations, the extremely high number of retweets of a small number of original
tweets, originating from a limited number of conversation starters and leaders points to
the limited interest and engagement in election issues. This is compounded by the fact
that engagement with election related tweets was restricted to the passive sharing of
thoughts and ideas of others and retweeting their content rather than actively
responding through argument in support or against thoughts and ideas or originating
views and news.

Figure 1: Total mentions, retweets and reach over date range

Social media data revealed that political parties and their leaders were the main drivers
of the conversation, which peaked as the individual parties and the IEC made the news
headlines – on occasion for the wrong reasons and frequently with unintended
consequences.

Figure 2: Election conversation between 1 September - 1 November
Peaks in volume in the overall conversation include the weekend of 26 September,
when the ANC and the EFF launched their manifestos, and the weekend of 30 October,
with the elections just hours away.
The data tracked by the CABC reveals that there was no correlation between social
media activity and support for political parties and their leaders. An active online and
high visibility social media presence does not automatically and axiomatically translate
into votes at the ballot box on election day.

A comparison of hashtags used to garner support for four political parties contesting the
election found that #VoteEFF was the most prominent hashtag used on Twitter
throughout the campaign period, followed by #VoteANC, #VoteDA and #VoteActionSA,
respectively. Even though their mentions increased dramatically on voting day (figure 4)
this did not necessarily equate to an increased presence at the ballot box. #VoteEFF

received more than 200k mentions between 1 September and 1 November, #VoteANC
more than 80k mentions, #VoteDA more than 35k mentions and #VoteActionSA more
than 45k mentions.

Figure 4: Party hashtags between 1 September and 1 November

This year’s local government elections also revealed some of the tactics and strategies
used and adopted by political parties to hit the top of the trending lists on social media
platforms.
The EFF used social media to full advantage to spread their manifesto promise #Landandjobsmanje - which, alongside #VoteEFF, became two of the most widely
circulated hashtags between 1 September and 1 November (figure 5). The EFF’s
campaign messages were simple, direct and were used to good effect.

Figure 5: Top 10 hashtags within the elections conversation between 1 September
- 1 November
But as election day drew closer, the EFF appeared to be remarkably absent from the
social media feeds, until EFF leader Julius Malema promised to buy AbaThembu King
Buyelekhaya Dalindyebo, an SUV while campaigning in the Eastern Cape.
Responses on social media raised questions around the ethics of Malema buying King
Dalindyebo a car after the King pledged his support for the party and encouraged his
followers to vote for the EFF (figure 6) and whether this kind of promise contravened the
electoral code of conduct which prohibits the “offering of any inducement or reward to a
person to vote for a party”.
Though the ANC secured several municipalities in the region - the EFF leader kept his
promise and presented a R1.8m luxury German SUV to the King after the results were
released, even though the King’s endorsement of the EFF did not necessarily appear to
benefit or advantage the EFF in the King’s region.

Figure 6: Trendline of party stunts gone wrong
The ANC, which has faced severe criticism for lack of service delivery in many areas,
came under fire after the Enoch Mgijimi municipality unveiled a sports field which had
allegedly cost R15 million. The ANC tried to use the "power of incumbency" as the
governing party to open a stadium in Lesseyton, rural Eastern Cape, and show that it is
delivering development and keeping to its mandate – only to be lambasted for spending
the R15 million on what appeared to be sub-par facilities whose input and other costs
would not amount to R15 million in value. Twitter users expressed their disappointment
at the state of the sports field, accusing the governing party of engaging in wasteful
expenditure and corruption.
The DA suffered a backlash after putting up election posters in Phoenix, where 36
people had lost their lives. The DA put up campaign posters in Phoenix, Durban, that
tried to exploit sensitive issues of race and identity following the June/July
insurrectionary violence and subsequent racial profiling in the predominantly Indian
suburb of Phoenix in Durban. In the aftermath of looting and the destruction of public
and private property, some homeowners and residents of suburbs adjacent to the
looting and violence set up “community watch” programmes, some which turned into
vigilantism. Africans were targeted for reprisal attacks after the looting and destruction
of property. The community of Phoenix was accused of being "racist vigilantes" when 36
people were killed in unrest in the area following the insurrection.
The Phoenix community members claimed to be "protecting their property, life and
livelihoods" from attack. The DA put up campaign posters in the area saying "The ANC
called you racists" followed by a separate poster reading "The DA calls you heroes".
Following a major public and media outcry, the DA committed to taking the posters

down and issuing a statement meant to serve as an apology - but in fact stopped short
of doing so.
ActionSA was embroiled in a drawn-out spat with the IEC after the party’s abbreviated
name was excluded from the ward ballot paper.
The party’s battle with the IEC put it at the top of the social media trend lists for many
weeks, surpassing the DA’s poster backlash, the EFF’s SUV gift arrangement and the
ANC’s R15 million stadium saga.
Despite the Commission’s prompt explanation that the party had itself opted not to
register an abbreviated name, ActionSA and its leader Herman Mashaba remained
among the top of the most engaged authors between 1 September and 1 November
(figures 7 and 8).

Figure 7: Engagement by author within the election conversation between 1
September and 1 November
@Action4SA, Herman Mashaba and #VoteActionSA generated 246k mentions in total
between 1 September and 1 November (figure 7).
In addition to accusing the IEC of sabotage, Mashaba shared a tweet in response to the
violence which had erupted between taxi drivers and foreign shop owners in Gqeberha.
The tweet included an image of modern pirates taken from the movie Captain Phillips,
misleading people into believing that the image depicted the violence in Gqeberha.

Figure 8: ActionSA mentions trendline between 1 September and 1 November
Despite the controversies which kept the party at the top of the trending list, ActionSA
secured 90 seats nationally.
The Patriotic Alliance stretched election promises to the limits of credibility when it
promised to write off the municipal debts of the community of Eldorado Park in a
desperate attempt to gain their support. Despite this – the Patriotic Alliance won some
wards in the area. This may not have had to do with the incredible, but misleading
promises made, and more to do with crude identity messaging claiming that no one
cares about the “coloured people”, and that the “the ANC doesn’t care about coloured
people, (For the ANC), coloured people are no longer black”. In addition, the party's
messaging on ‘illegal foreigners’ resembled that of its rival ActionSA, calling for the
deportation of "illegal foreigners". But the Patriotic Alliance leader, Gayton
McKenzie said at the manifesto launch:
“People say we and Herman Mashaba are talking the same language, I say we are not.
Herman Mashaba was the mayor of Joburg for three years, yet more foreigners came
and took more buildings - and why does he want to remove them when he had three
years?” (Gayton McKenzie – Patriotic Alliance manifesto launch. Recorded and
reported on News 24).
This demonstrates that the use of crude identity messaging still retains traction in
political campaigning especially when coupled with the latent social fissures, economic
inequality and marginalisation and “blame”.
Misinformation and Disinformation

As the local government elections gathered momentum, it was expected that
misinformation and disinformation would increasingly become a part of the grist for the
social media mill, propagated specifically by political parties and their supporters. But it
turned out that it was not only the political parties and their leaders who were found to
be spreading misinformation and disinformation. Members of the public also spread
false information around the voting process, such as:
-

”People who didn’t vote had no right to complain”; and

-

“The votes of registered voters who did not cast their ballots on election day were
automatically granted to the ruling party.”

These misleading statements, coupled with unproven allegations made by some party
leaders that the IEC was aligned with the ANC, may have contributed to a high level of
mistrust in the voting process, and the lowest voter turnout in municipal elections since
1994.
Mistrust in the IEC was at very high levels in the first week of September during and
after the DA’s failed Constitutional Court application against the IEC and on election day
(figure 9).
Levels of mistrust in the IEC began to decline after the commission defended itself from
attacks by ActionSA, which had accused the commission of sabotage after its name
was excluded from the ballot paper. ActionSA’s bid to have its name included was later
dismissed by the Electoral Court.
Mistrust in the IEC rose again on election day, after several complaints about the
conduct of the commission’s officials and glitches in the voting process emerged from
various voting stations.

Figure 9: Government mistrust versus IEC mistrust
According to CABC data, mistrust in government has always surpassed mistrust in the
IEC, except in the week of 6 September, when the Commission re-opened candidate
lists submissions, a move which some saw as benefitting the ANC over other parties.
Mistrust in government appears to have remained at a relatively consistent level
between 1 September and 1 November, with the highest peak developing in the week of
4 October, when the exclusion of ActionSA’s name from the ballot paper generated
some responses which alluded that the governing party was in cahoots with the IEC.

#VoetsekANC, a hashtag often used to express dissatisfaction with the ANC, became
the third most used hashtag in the election-related conversation - after #VoteEFF and
#Landandjobsmanje - generating more than 106k mentions between 1 September and
1 November (figure 5) .
The ANC emerged as one of the biggest losers in this year’s elections, garnering only
46% of the votes.
For the reporting period (1 September - 1 November) 127 330 crowd-verified mentions
were recorded. This represents a 10.7% sample of the total number of election-related
mentions.

Of these 127 330 mentions, 4208 indicated that the author was willing to vote or
encouraged others to vote, and 388 mentions indicated that the author was not willing to
vote or encouraged others not to vote. Figure 10 shows the percentage of authors who
indicated they would vote compared to those who indicated they would not vote.

Figure 10: Pie chart showing percentage of authors who indicated they will vote
relative to those who indicated they will not vote.
Using a crowd verification process, CABC researchers estimated that only 3% of those
who engaged in conversation about the electoral process stated explicitly that they
would vote or encouraged others to vote (figure 11).

Figure 11: Reach and engagement for the ‘Will Vote’ sentiment

The tweets with the highest traction (shares, engagements and opportunities to see) in
both the will vote and the will not vote camps include negative sentiment towards the
ruling ANC.

During the reporting period, the official IEC Twitter account (@IECSouthAfrica) posted
169 tweets to its 231k followers, which has since grown to 238k followers. This equates
to about 3 tweets a day from 1 September to 1 November.

The average reach of each of these tweets was close to 27k people.

During this period the IEC’s foremost hashtag was #EveryVoiceTogether. This hashtag
garnered very little traction during the elections campaign period (figure 12) and never
came close to trending on South African Twitter.

A comparison between figure 4 and 12 shows the vast difference in number of mentions
for the various political party hashtags and the foremost hashtag of the IEC.

Figure 12: IEC’s #EveryVoiceTogether mentions trendline between 1 September
and 1 November

ActionSA leader Herman Mashaba posted 1504 tweets to his 495k followers (about 25
tweets a day with an average reach of 45k people) in the same period, suggesting that
there is plenty of room for the IEC to improve its game on Twitter in future elections.

The IEC enjoyed high traction on social media during its legal spat with ActionSA, and
for posts which included useful information about voting. The latter is potentially
indicative of the need to increase voting procedure awareness as well as general voter
education.

There are some insights to be drawn for these trends.
First, despite despite the adverse circumstances that COVID presented and the IEC’s
institution of the Moseneke enquiry and an application for postponement, planning,
logistics, budgeting, procurement and contracting continued, as was consultations with
political parties, stakeholders. This included stakeholder mapping, engagement with civil
society and the media and communication and liaison with government and the security
services. This is encouraging.
As is evident from the social media and trend reports there have been no or few reports
of the Government taking extra-ordinary authoritarian impositions or over-regulation of
political activity by invoking and using covid protocols and disaster regulations to limit
free political activity.
Civil society and institutions remained robust and political activity was enabled through
the penetration of technology platforms and their use, despite the muted response by
voters as evidenced in the nature, depth and range of election related conversations.
This is attributable to a crisis of credibility and lack of trust in public institutions and
political parties in general and local government, and not to the IEC’s lack of effort in
public or voter education and outreach. Despite some efforts at physical outreach, the
data shows that despite huge social media efforts the IEC’s public information and
education messaging did not gain much traction and were poorly served by the
mainstream media and social media users who appear to go in for the more spectacular
and sensational in terms of content.
In contra-distinction to the period coming into this 2021 local government elections,
historically the IEC enjoyed unparalleled high levels of trust and confidence and a
superb domestic and international reputation. The IEC has consistently received healthy
approval ratings, with majority support from more than two-thirds (60%) of the adult
population since 2001 until at least 2016, as shown by both the Human Sciences
Research Councils South African Social Attitudes Survey (SASAS) and the Institute for
Justice and Reconciliation (IJR) Afrobarometer.
Worryingly, the Afrobarometer shows that by 2021 only about one in three citizens
(36%) trusted the Electoral Commission of South Africa going into the elections. As the
social media data shows this credibility problem was mirrored on social media, driven

largely by adverse messaging from and consistent denigration of the IEC by political
party leaders and their supporters, and ‘social media users. This trend was reversed
both in the real world and on social media as the elections drew closer. But this is a
worrying indicator for the future, and more importantly shows that the IEC needs to be
more present in countering the negative messaging about it.
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